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Smart Engineering of Cities?



Architecture cannot do without technology: 
Staircase: innovation of LED 
Sustainable powerplant: filled with engines controlled by computers
Social public house: illuminated by the solarsystem on the roof 



Light brings atmosphere in our buildings. In a split second this inner courtyard can transform from 
a museum into a dance hall. But what makes our hearts skip a beat? The 17th century building, the 
architecture, stays when the technology is gone.
The lifespan of architecture is far stronger than the reach of technology.



The Netherlands has an excellent tradition of technical engineering; fighting the water, making 
land.
These mills are in a strick line; landscape design with technical skills, nowadays a touristic 
attraction. The technology is gone but the mills are there.  Are we looking at technology or at a 
beautiful line.  We can plan, make cities, atmosphere.



The Netherlands is the country with the highest density in Western Europe and yet many places 
look like this, still open and green, due to Urban Planning. We limited the growth to a certain 
extend. Severe urban planning brings out beauty in our complete country. 
To leave town might be more important than to get in.



Rotterdam is a smart city: this marvelous skyline is designed, not left to developers or 
landowners.  A Smart Skyline, diversity in architecture, different typology.  A difference 
between density far away and open space in the front, space to relax and meet.  
This contrast is important.



Start a Smart city by designing the public space, think of people before anything. 
This boy has been given a surrounding for the adventure of his scale. The boy is on his way to a 
big adventure, but mom is around.  The stairway is designed to make this possible.



Misverstand;  Compact NL = Ongezond leven
Inhabitants make the city. Infrastructure as a tool to accommodate the inhabitants.
Design the infrastructure, to leave town within 10 minutes. 
Healthy aging and high technology in designing, can lower the costs of healthcare.



If smart thinking is about smart counting, pilling up people. 
If transportation means counting cars.
It might lead to cities only benificial for developers.





People make the city,  but where does the boy have his adventure?



Rio de Janeiro - controlroom 

Not only are the buildings watching you, but we are watching the buildings.



Be Smart with redesigning the city

Nijmegen: designing with people, the history, acces to the water, results into a big variety of 
experiences in architecture, urban spaces, parking and housing.



Design open spaces so trees can grow

Urban plan: Frits van Dongen

Funenpark: dense area, compactness in housing, everywhere acces to the green, from 
where you can start the adventure and explore the world.  Start small, think big.



Learn from the existing:
Kalverstraat, superdense shoppingstreet, closeby the Begijnhof, a beautiful green quiet 
space, complete peaceful. Design the urban contrast. 



Design open spaces so people can play, work and meet

Learn from the existing:
Existing Shoppingmall: Nieuwegein 



Design open spaces so people can play, work and meet

Learn from the existing:
A bridge as a square a place to walk, lunch, talk, meet....



A good plinth with transparancy and quality Here playing starts, things can pop up, people enjoy 
the city. 
Is this technology? It is DesignTechnology.



Design open spaces so trees can grow

Aquartis, Amsterdam: the residents embrace the building. Economy started with architecture.



Design open spaces so trees can grow

Amazones, green smart cities are literally green smart cities.



En Masdar, Abu Dhabi,Foster + Partners

We are on the right track. There is variety, escape from the crowd, water and parks.



Take design as your smart city approach and never forget human beings come first.
Start Small, Think Big!


